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MINUTES OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
Meeting number: 8 Date: 18 March 2022
(virtual meeting)
Attendance:
Kyriazis Pitilakis (KP), President
Atilla Ansal (AA), Vice President
Radu Vacareanu (RV), Vice President
Andreas Kappos (AK), Secretary General
Alain Pecker (AP) Secretary
Christoph Butenweg (CB) Treasurer
Mauro Dolce (MD)
Rita Bento (RB)
Katrin Beyer (KB)
Maria José Jiménez (MJ), ESC Representative
Apologies:
None

Due to the restrictions imposed because of the pandemic, the eighth meeting of the Executive
Committee (ExCo) of the European Association for Earthquake Engineering for the 2018-2022
period, was held as a teleconference on Friday 18 March 2022 between 12:00 and 13:45 CET.
The Executive Committee meeting was chaired by the President and coordinated on MS Teams by
the Secretary General.
Agenda:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

President’s welcome
Update on the 3ECEES (RV)
Eurocode 8 webinars update (RB)
EAEE statutes (AK)
New WG (Combined seismic and environmental upgrading of buildings)
Miscellaneous
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7. Date of the next meeting
Item 0:
The agenda was approved without amendments.
Item 1:
The President welcomed the participants and referred to the relatively small number of contributions
from the Seismology (ESC) side. The issue was further discussed under Item 2 and is reported
therein.
Item 2:
RV on behalf of the Organising Committee of the 3rd ECEES (which he co-chairs with C. Ionescu
from ESC) briefed the ExCo on the progress of the work related to the Conference. He stressed that
the LOC is preparing for a hybrid format (physical+virtual), with a preference for a fully physical one
if the situation regarding the pandemic allows it. He referred to the difficulties encountered (primarily
arising from the pandemic), but also noted some encouraging developments like the large number
of submissions to most of the special sessions.
A general discussion followed on several items related to the ECEES. An issue that was discussed
in some length was the relatively small number of contributions (currently about 50) from the
Seismology (ESC) side. MJ noted that there are different practices among the two communities, e.g.
ESC does not have theme lectures in their conferences; she also suggested a meeting with the LOC
and some of the ExCo members next week. AK reminded that theme lectures are specifically
included in the guidelines for the joint ECEES. It was clear that there was a major concern regarding
whether an in-person conference would be feasible and apparently some of the convenors of the
ESC sessions were considering to cancel them if a hybrid conference was not held. There was even
a reflection among the ExCo whether the joint conference should be continued. MJ noted that she
see a lot more pros than cons on having joint EAEE-ESC conferences; AK made a similar statement.
After a lengthy discussion, it was agreed that the critical decision regarding the hybrid format will be
made at a joint meeting of the LOC and the presidents and secretary generals of the two associations
in mid-April, time that was deemed appropriate by the organisers too. Decisions regarding the future
of the ECEES will be made at the joint meeting of the two executive committees to be held (as per
usual practice) just before the conference.
Item 3:
RB made a detailed update on the EC8 webinars, the first of which (on Part 1-1) will take place at
the end of the month (30/3/22). The webinars are fully booked (300 attendees, 86 of whom are EAEE
members), which is a very encouraging development. Places have also been saved for the ExCo
members; invitations and Zoom links will be sent in due course.
AK noted that it is now time to start organising the second webinar which should be the one on Part
5, as this is the second one that proceeded to the ENQ stage (KP and AP are the coordinators). RB
noted that this will start immediately after the 30th of March.
Item 4:
AK presented a detailed proposal for amending the EAEE statutes (see Annex 1) to explicitly include
Subscribing Individual members (currently only mentioned in the minutes of a past ExCo meeting).
AA noted that currently such members are only from the UK (SECED) and indeed SECED seems to
have second thoughts and may discontinue this scheme. This being a possible development, AK
suggested that the amendment could be decided at a later time, taking into account whether there
are still such members. So, a decision on this was deferred until then.
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Item 5:
AK briefly presented a proposal for a new WG on ‘Combined seismic and environmental upgrading
of buildings’, put forward by P. Negro, after discussing it with KP and others. After a brief discussion
the proposal was approved (with some minor edits, see final text in Annex 2). CB and RV will send
to P. Negro (with cc to AK and AP) names of additional suggested members from Germany and
Romania.
Item 6:
There were no Miscellaneous raised under this item.
Item 7:
The time and format of the next meeting of the ExCo will be decided among the president, vicepresidents and secretary general, according to the needs arising ahead of the ECEES.
The meeting ended with the thanks of the President to all participating members.
Andreas Kappos
Secretary General
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Annex 1
Proposal for amending the EAEE statutes

Andreas Kappos, Secretary General
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Annex 2
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